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The Traditional Courts Bill B1B-2017 omits the opt-out clause and the notion that engagement with traditional courts is on a voluntary and consensual basis – a long-standing sticky point with traditional leaders. Under the Bill, individuals are bound to attend a traditional court when summoned and cannot opt-out of the system, which conflicts starkly with the notion of customary law as a voluntary and consensual system of law. This article argues that compelling individuals to attend a traditional court may be unconstitutional for unjustifiably infringing the rights to culture, a fair trial and equality.

‘[T]he Constitution of the RSA and its Bill of Rights would certainly allow people to opt out [of the traditional court system] if they so want as it is their right to choose.’

‘It should be compulsory for any person summoned to appear before the court to do so. Failure to do so should result in the members of the South African Police Service fetching him or her and the clerk or messenger of the court accompanying the person concerned to the court.’

The Traditional Courts Bill B1B-2017 (‘the Bill’) represents a significant change in the state’s approach to traditional courts. It omits various provisions included in previous versions of
the Bill that required participation in traditional courts to be voluntary and in particular the opt-out clause; a clause that allowed individuals the option not to attend a traditional court when summoned. The article considers the constitutionality of the omission of the clause. It provides a brief overview of the context and impetus for the Traditional Courts Bill and explains the notion of an opt-out clause. It then addresses the question of constitutionality by examining whether compelling individuals to attend a traditional court unjustifiably infringes the rights to culture, a fair trial and equality.

**Context and impetus for the Traditional Courts Bill**

Historically, a chief’s power was defined by his ability to attract followers and secure their allegiance through good leadership – contrary to the oft propagated notion that chiefs were unbridled dictators who ruled heedless of people’s needs. The abundance of land in the pre-colonial era meant that people could easily move away from unjust chiefs, which incentivised good leadership. Furthermore, chiefs played a role in the resolution of disputes, but power was diffused as dispute resolution occurred at different levels, described as ‘layered or nested within one another.’ Family and village councils were the primary fora for dispute resolution and difficult and important issues were escalated ‘upwards’ to chiefs’ courts. However, there was no rigid hierarchical structure and the dispute resolution fora differed among communities. For example, some communities had no traditional leadership (and thus no chief’s court) while in others the headman (and his court) was the highest form of traditional authority. In addition, participation in traditional courts – like affiliation to a chief – was voluntary and individuals opted into the courts and moved between them as suited them best. Oppressive and unfair courts would quickly lose support as individuals preferred those perceived as just and thus the fluidity of movement between fora was a means to hold courts accountable.

Colonialism and apartheid upended the voluntary nature of customary law. The state uprooted and settled indigenous communities and appointed chiefs who implemented the state’s agenda of segregation and control of the population. Chiefs who resisted were replaced, and the resultant upward accountability of chiefs to the state meant a loss of accountability and legitimacy in communities. As chiefs clamoured to secure their interests against the ever encroaching state, they articulated distorted versions of customary law that benefited men at the expense of women and children. Courts, comprised of men, further meted out brutal punishments to maintain control over people and the system of chieftaincy became a caricature of its original form.

Despite the controversial role of chiefs during the apartheid era, the Constitution recognises traditional authorities and the approximately 1 500 traditional courts recognised under the previous regime. The ‘tribes’, ‘tribal authorities’ and ‘chiefs’ previously convened and recognised by the apartheid state continue today as traditional communities, traditional councils and traditional leaders respectively, with the same territorial boundaries. The result is a perpetuation of the apartheid structures though a community may dispute the legitimacy of the leader and/or the actual territorial boundaries. Nonetheless, traditional courts remain predominantly responsible for the administration of justice in rural areas today. The Black Administration Act – the central tool in the apartheid state’s segregation policy – currently regulates traditional courts but its provisions are largely outdated and ignored. Court procedures are regulated by customary law and, consonant with the variation in
customary law, differs at the various levels and across communities. Generally, proceedings are informal and occur in the open at a time when community members are free to attend. The complainant presents his case and witnesses followed by the respondent and his witnesses. The matter is then debated by community members who may question parties and witnesses. After the discussions, the authoritative figure summarises proceedings and pronounces on the matter.

Patriarchal overtones remain in the courts, which tend to be dominated by men. Generally men participate in proceedings and women do not speak and must be represented by a male relative when presenting a case. Furthermore, women’s interests are often dismissed and considered subordinate to men. Thus, it is not unusual for a woman’s claim for divorce to be dismissed or for her to be evicted from the home upon divorce with no right to matrimonial property. There is, however, no single monolithic experience of traditional courts today and experiences are nuanced and varied. For example, Oomen notes that while in some courts women are only witnesses, in others they may represent themselves. Thus, some may experience traditional courts as oppressive and unfair, while others support the institution of chieftaincy and traditional courts.

The Bill is meant to repeal the last remaining provisions of the Black Administration Act and ensure the proper functioning of the traditional court system. There are several iterations of the Bill, which has a complex legislative history and has been opposed on several grounds, such as a lack of public consultation, concentration of power in the chief and breach of the doctrine of separation of powers. As previously stated, this article explores specifically whether the omission of the opt-out clause renders the Bill unconstitutional.

Opt-in/opt-out of the courts?
The Traditional Courts Bill B1-2017 ("the old Bill") contained an opt-out clause that allowed individuals to refuse to participate in proceedings. It provided:

4(2) (a) A traditional court may, subject to subsection (3), only hear and determine a dispute contemplated in Schedule 2 - [...] (iii) if the party against whom the proceedings are instituted agrees freely and voluntarily to the resolution of the dispute by the traditional court in question [...] (3) (a) Any person who has been summoned to appear before a traditional court who, for any reason, elects not to have his or her dispute heard and determined by that traditional court or to appear before that traditional court must, within 14 days or such longer period as may be necessary, duly assisted or accompanied by any person of his or her choice in whom he or she has confidence, should he or she so wish, inform the clerk of his or her decision accordingly.

Thus, individuals could opt out of proceedings without any reason therefor by merely informing the clerk of the court. More generally, various clauses in the old Bill affirmed the voluntary and consensual nature of traditional courts. It – at least theoretically – allowed individuals to avoid traditional courts without directly confronting powerful traditional leaders.

Unfortunately, the opt-out clause and general references to voluntary participation have been deleted in the Bill, which assumes the compliance of an individual summoned by a traditional leader to court. Individuals are not required to consent to participate in proceedings – to opt-in to the court so to speak – and cannot opt-out of initiated proceedings.
and elect to use different traditional fora or the common law courts. If an individual does not appear when summoned, the clerk must refer the matter to a justice of a peace who is empowered to negotiate with the party to comply with the summons or request the transfer of the matter to a magistrate’s court with jurisdiction. Fortunately, the Bill does not go so far as to criminalise the failure to appear when summoned nor allow for an order to be granted in a person’s absence.

In addition, the right of appeal has been reinstated. Parties aggrieved by a decision of a traditional court may now, after exhausting all customary procedures of appeal, refer the matter to a magistrate court. This is in addition to the right of review to the high court, and ensures that individuals may appeal decisions of traditional courts to the common law courts. The right of appeal is noteworthy as it may be used to justify the omission of the opt-out clause as is discussed later on.

Constitutional analysis

This section examines whether compelling individuals to attend a traditional court unjustifiably infringes the right to culture, a fair trial and equality. It adopts an abridged section 36 analysis to examine whether there is an infringement of a right and justifiable reason therefor.

The right to culture

Perhaps one of the biggest objections to the omission of the opt-out clause is that it infringes an individual’s right to choose their culture and associate with the traditional authorities of their choice. Individuals are bound to submit to the jurisdiction of the traditional leader when summoned regardless of whether they wish to engage with the traditional court or have an affiliation to the particular traditional leader. This undermines the rights to culture, self-identification and freedom of association. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the Bill perpetuates the previous apartheid-era structures and boundaries, which is ideologically problematic. Moreover, this is likely to be perceived as hurtful and abhorrent to those who were previously governed by them and is once again a segregation of the population along disputed boundary lines. Most, alarmingly, it exacerbates issues surrounding the recognition and legitimacy of existing traditional leaders and territorial boundaries by compelling individuals to submit to court proceedings under, in some cases, a disputed traditional leader.

The right to a fair trial

The Traditional Courts Bill has previously been critiqued on several grounds, such as the exclusion of legal representation; lack of regulation of improperly obtained evidence, ambiguous jurisdiction and concentration of power in traditional leaders. The challenges, discussed below, explain why it is imperative that individuals can opt-out of traditional courts when fearing an infringement of their rights.

The Bill excludes legal representation; a constitutional right in criminal matters. While the Bill appears to exclude criminal jurisdiction – jurisdiction is excluded where the matter is investigated by the South African Police Service – schedule two nonetheless allows courts to deal with a range of criminal matters including, among others, theft, malicious damage to property, assault where no grievous bodily harm is inflicted, breaking and entering, receiving stolen property or crimen injuria. The explanation of the contradiction being that traditional courts would deal with disputes where formal charges have not been instituted, thus not infringing on the accused’s constitutional right to legal representation. It nonetheless creates ambiguity regarding the jurisdiction of traditional courts and suggests that traditional courts may deal with criminal matters. The ambiguity is compounded by
the lack of clear delineation between civil and criminal law matters in customary law. A traditional court hearing a family dispute may engage in a wide scope of questioning resulting in an individual inculminating themselves in a criminal offence. Individuals must thus consent to proceedings and waive their right to legal representation to avoid the provisions being declared an infringement of an accused’s fair trial rights.

The Bill further provides that traditional courts function in accordance with customary law subject to the Constitution; and customary law determines the rules of evidence and procedure. Given the variation in customary law and the norms of courts, it is impossible to test from the outset whether individual rights are adequately protected in traditional courts. For example, the Bill does not regulate evidence obtained through human rights violations which risks the admission of improperly obtained evidence in violation of individual’s fair trial rights.

The right to equality

The locking in of individuals to the traditional court may also infringe the equality rights of individuals. For example, several years ago, King Dalindyebo (King of the abaThembu people) made headlines when he was accused of, among others, kidnapping, arson and assault of community members – going far beyond the scope of his jurisdiction and powers. The case exemplified the violent and authoritative rule to which individuals in rural areas could be subject in stark contrast to their urban counterparts.

More often, however, the power imbalance is more subtle than the violent tyranny found in the Dalindyebo case. Foremost, the patriarchal nature of these courts cannot be overlooked. As mentioned previously, women must have their cases represented by a man but what happens when a woman’s grievance is against the family member meant to represent her? And how does she pursue a claim of domestic violence in a court dominated by the male family members of the perpetrator? The gender composition of the courts too often marginalises the interests of women with a chilling effect on how women use these courts.

Moreover, disputes today often revolve around the legitimacy of a chief’s position and exercises of power. For example, individuals often dispute a chief’s control and allotment of land. These individuals cannot be expected to challenge the chief’s actions in his own court and confining individuals to these courts is unfair. In all likelihood, it will stifle challenges to abuses of power effectively silencing communities.

In light of the above, it is arguable that individuals residing in rural areas – generally the poorest and most vulnerable in society – are effectively subjected to a different justice system than South Africans in urban areas. The difference per se is not objectionable, but the imposition on people of a justice system notorious for its imbalance of power and patriarchal overtones is. It results in the bifurcation of the legal system and citizenship in South Africa, as individuals in rural areas may be confined to violent, authoritative and biased courts as discussed above. This differential treatment confers upon them lesser rights than their urban counterparts and conflicts starkly with the Constitutional vision of unified democracy and equal rights. Such a position is likely to be found unconstitutional unless individuals can exclude themselves from the traditional justice system when they so wish.

Justification for the infringement of rights

There is scant justification offered for the omission of the opt-out clause and essentially the locking in of individuals into the traditional justice system. The popular argument is that attendance at traditional courts must be
compulsory to ensure that traditional authority is not undermined and equal treatment between traditional and common law courts. Compelling attendance also guards against forum shopping and individuals flitting between the traditional and common law courts depending on which provides a better outcome. Furthermore, allowing individuals to opt-out of traditional courts may destabilise community relations as certain conflicts may go unresolved. Finally, the omission of the opt-out clause may be argued to be justifiable when the Bill is considered in its entirety, as the right of appeal and review, combined with the lack of criminal sanctions for non-attendance, means that individuals can still move between fora. These arguments, as compelling as they sound, however, are unpersuasive when closely analysed as set out below.

The argument for parity of treatment between customary and common law courts is unconvincing. While individuals cannot opt-out of the common law court system, the argument overlooks that, historically, traditional courts were never courts like the magistrate’s or high court. These institutions were imbued with authority by individuals who voluntarily attended them. Their legitimacy and credibility were based on the voluntary patronage by individuals; from the bottom up. Compulsory attendance means that there is no accountability downwards to communities who are forced to attend a court regardless of its legitimacy.

Compelling attendance merely to emulate the common law courts is further undesirable as it renders traditional courts a derivative of common law courts. This flies in the face of the South African Constitutional Court’s repeated call to understand customary law in light of its own values and principles rather than through a common law prism. Imposing authority from the top down would obliterate the voluntary nature of traditional courts and ultimately subvert the values and principles upon which traditional courts are based.

The call for parity of treatment is further undermined by its selective application. As mentioned previously, the Bill provides that traditional courts function in accordance with customary law. There is no argument that parity of treatment requires the common law be applied as it is in common law courts. On the converse, it is expected that traditional courts function in accordance with customary law to give effect to the right to culture and the constitutional recognition of customary law. This perverse double standard invokes equality with the common law courts to compel individuals into the traditional justice system but then precludes the legal safeguards of the common law courts based on giving effect to customary law. It strips traditional courts of their voluntary nature – their greatest safeguard – to purportedly place them in par with the common law courts but then provides none of the checks and balances of the common law.

The argument in respect of guarding against forum shopping is equally as flimsy. Forum shopping is inevitable and occurs to some degree in all dispute resolutions. For example, individuals are constantly choosing between whether to settle a dispute, go to mediation – which is becoming increasingly popular – or enforce their rights in a court. Even within the common law court system, there are a range of courts, such as the small claims court, magistrates’ court or high court in which individuals may pursue their claims. Individuals, including those in rural areas, are self-interested and inevitably choose the outcome that yields the best outcome. Many individuals in fact prefer traditional courts due to their familiarity, simplicity, accessibility and restorative nature. But where bias, a tyrannical traditional leader or the patriarchal nature of the courts (all
discussed above) are feared, the opt-out clause allows individuals to excuse themselves from proceedings and seek justice elsewhere.

The argument that an opt-out clause may destabilise community relations is based on the social context in which traditional courts operate and the large degree of co-dependence among community members. The risk is that where individuals do not appear when summoned by traditional leaders, disputes, which could be resolved quickly in the informal setting, may go unaddressed. The costs and distance of the courts along with the nature of some disputes means that the common law courts are often an unviable alternative. For example, in one case study two women involved in a verbal altercation with abusive language near a school were summoned to a traditional court. Both women were ordered to pay a R200 fine and apologise at the school for their bad behaviour. The resolution of such a dispute – ill-suited to the common law courts – is essential for cohesion in community relations.

As persuasive as the argument sounds, it paints half a picture. In reality, individuals in rural areas tend to lead interwoven lives and depend on each other to celebrate marriages, bury family members, for transport, food or the like. This means that disputes are generally between people who know each other and the two women in the altercation most likely knew each other and would have continued to have interactions with each other. The dispute may or may not have been resolved within these interactions but it is fallacy to depict the chief’s court as the sole fora for dispute resolution. Even if these women did not attend the chief’s court, they could have resolved the dispute in a different traditional forum, through family or community help or in their interactions between themselves. The dynamism of customary law means that there is a multiplicity of places and interactions where the negotiation of rights occurs.

Finally, the argument that the Bill, when considered in its entirety, does not lock individuals into the traditional justice system bears consideration. Failing to appear at a traditional court is no longer criminalised and an order may not be granted against individuals in absentia. Individuals may be encouraged to comply with the summons, or the matter may be transferred to a magistrate court. This in conjunction with the right of appeal and review may be argued to mean that individuals may navigate the fora in their best interests despite no explicit right to opt-out.

This theoretical position, however, is an unlikely reality. Chiefs perform a host of functions – often unsanctioned – such as land allocation, taxation, dispute resolution and the delineation of areas for business and other activities. The concentration of power in chiefs means that individuals are unlikely to ignore a summons and risk antagonising a chief who may tax or ostracise them regardless of any opt-out clause. If anything, the opt-out clause – as well as the right of appeal and review – is unlikely to bring about change in the navigation of traditional courts. Legislation has limited impact and it must be combined with other social initiatives to create awareness of these rights and empower individuals to exercise them. Realistically though, for as long as traditional leaders exercise significant powers in communities, individuals are likely to be coerced to use these fora. But there is no reason for this power to be concretised in legislation. Indeed, an explicit right to opt-out of proceedings grounds the idea that participation is on a voluntary basis and at least in theory allows individuals to escape courts without confronting powerful chiefs.

The right to appeal decisions – which is important and serves as an important check on traditional courts – is no substitute for the right
to opt-out of proceedings and does not address these constitutional infringements. First, appeals to common law courts can only be lodged after all internal appeals have been exhausted. This may be a long and protracted process, which many would not have the appetite to follow. Secondly, given the power surrounding traditional leaders, individuals may not be comfortable in appealing decisions of traditional courts fearful of the repercussions. Here the ability to not submit to the jurisdiction of the court is important as it articulates individuals’ objections without requiring them to directly confront powerful traditional leaders and voicing their disapproval of decisions.

Conclusion

Traditional courts are the first port of call for approximately 40% of South Africa’s population that live in rural areas. The omission of the opt-out clause represents a significant regression in the development of the Bill. It links the courts to the structures recognised in the Traditional Leadership Act thereby perpetuating the old apartheid boundaries recognised therein. Hence, it props up the credibility of what may be disputed traditional leaders at the expense of individuals’ right to culture and to choose their own authorities. The ambiguous nature of the court’s jurisdiction and blurring between civil and criminal matters also means that the exclusion of legal representation and associated risks of self-incrimination are only justified if individuals voluntarily waived the right to legal representation; that is had an option whether to participate in proceedings and voluntarily consented to do so with a real understanding of the consequences thereof. As these issues may only arise during the course of proceedings and a civil matter may transform into a criminal matter, it is essential that individuals can opt-out at any stage of proceedings. Without such an option, the exclusion of legal representation and imposition of a different justice system for individuals in rural areas is arguably unconstitutional and risks being struck down in court.

The Bill must be understood in light of the new package of controversial laws that evince a systematic structural approach to shoring up the powers of traditional leaders. For example, the communal land tenure policy proposes that traditional councils are the owners of land while the Traditional and Khoi-San Leadership Act provides for much greater powers of traditional leaders to conclude contracts on behalf of their communities. Similarly, the Bill centralises power in traditional leaders recognised under the Traditional Leadership Act, and ignores the multi-layered nature of traditional dispute resolution. Compelling individuals to attend a traditional leader’s court re-enforces traditional leaders’ power even when not recognised by a community.

Accordingly, the Bill must be revised to ensure that traditional leaders and courts derive their authority and legitimacy from communities as opposed to the state. The Bill should require individuals to consent to participate in proceedings; an opt-in system. This does away with the geographical jurisdiction of courts, which mimics the racial separation of apartheid. At the very least individuals must be allowed to opt-out of proceedings. This would not detract from the popularity of proper functioning courts but would allow individuals to escape from unjust and oppressive chiefs. This reflects the varied experience of courts and allows traditional courts that are functioning and effective to continue, while providing a means for dissatisfied individuals to seek justice elsewhere.

To comment on this article visit http://www.issafrica.org/sacq.php
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